No. D-33011/01/2020-Genl.
Government of India
Ministry of Textiles

Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi
9th March, 2020

Office Memorandum

Sub: Constitution Day Celebration reg.

The undersigned is directed to refer to the above mentioned subject and to say that as per the month wise activities to be undertaken for Celebration of Constitution of India from November’2019 to November’ 2020, on **14.4.2020 (Samrasta Divas)** a special run to be organized by Attached/Subordinate organizations/Textiles Committee and Central Silk Board. Handloom and Handicrafts should conduct an awareness programme in the clusters on the Fundamental duties of Citizens. NIFT may undertake wall Paintings depicting the Fundamental Duties on prominent places. NIFT may also involve students on Essay/debate competition on Dr. Ambedkar and/or on Constitution.

2. This issue with the approval of Competent Authority.

3. This will be in addition to the month wise activities to be undertaken by the above organizations.

(Jayashree Shivakumar)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Tel: 23062256

Encl: As above.

To,

i. The Heads of all Organizations under the Ministry of Textiles.
ii. Textiles Committee
iii. Central Silk Board
iv. DC(HL) & DC(HC)
v. NIFT

[Signature]

[Initials]

[Date]

[Initials]